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Abstract: In this paper, the authors present a systematized methodology for
modelling and analyzing the operating regimes of centrifugal pumps as working
machines in electric drive systems. For solving, algorithms and calculation programs
developed in the Mathcad programming environment were designed. For example, a
representative case study was chosen of a condensing electric pump from the own
services of a thermoelectric power plant with groups of 500 MW, driven by an
induction motor with a squirrel cage rotor of 6 kV. It was thus possible to
comparatively analyze two solutions for regulating the flow of a centrifugal pump in
terms of energy efficiency.
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lucru în sistemele de acționare electrică. Pentru rezolvare s-au conceput algoritmi și
programe de calcul dezvoltate în mediul de programare Mathcad. Pentru
exemplificare s-a ales un studiu de caz reprezentativ al unei electropompe de condens
din cadrul serviciilor proprii ale unei centrale termoelectrice cu grupuri de 500 MW,
antrenată de un motor asincron cu rotor în scurtcircuit de 6 kV. S-au putut astfel
analiza comparativ două soluții de reglare a debitului unei pompe centrifuge sub
aspectul eficienței energetice.

Cuvinte cheie: pompe centrifuge; motoare asincrone; servicii auxiliare; centrale
termoelectrice; reglare debit; eficiență energetică.
1. Introduction
An overview of electric drive systems shows that among the technological
processes commonly encountered in electric drives, there is also the use of
centrifugal pumps (turbomachines) as working machines, driven by induction
motors. The induction drive motors must meet these special destinations, which are
mainly characterized by the need to adjust the flow of these pumps. It is also
frequently necessary for technological reasons to adjust the pressure in steps /
continuously in the range: pmin … 120% ∙ pn.
The adjustment by the rotation speed variation is based on the use of
adjustable electric drives, by means of which the turbomachines are driven with
variable speed.
In principle, in the case of pumping installations, the opportunity to use
variable speed drives is established on the basis of energy efficiency considerations.
Thus, it is necessary in this case to evaluate an energy efficiency coefficient which
is a solution for comparing the efficiency of using variable speed drive of pumps, in
relation to constant speed drive and flow regulation by lamination of the working
fluid flow [1].
Such electric drive systems (pump - drive electric motor) are frequently
encountered in the thermoelectric power plants, the supply being made both at
medium voltage and low voltage.
Table 1 shows the structure of ancillary (own) services
of a
thermoelectrical power plant with groups of 500 MW [2] that uses coal fuel and
implicitly the technical characteristics of the induction motors powered at medium
voltage (6 kV) that drive different types of pumps existing in the technological
process of these power plants.
Regarding the analysis of the operation of centrifugal pumps of different
typodimensions, driven by induction motors, it is necessary to go through a
coherent, clear and complete methodology that the authors have proposed to present
in this paper.
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Table 1. The characteristics of the 6 kV motors within the own services of a
thermoelectric power plant with groups of 500 MW using coal fuel

Name of
aggregate
Feed pump
Buster pump
Adjustment
system pump
Condensate pump
Drain pump
Circulation pump
Flue gas fan
Air fan
Washing pump
Bagger pump I
Bagger pump II
Hammer mill
Transformer
internal services
(SI) machines
room
Transformer
internal services
(SI) boilers room
Transformer
electrostatic
precipitator
Transformer
internal services
(SI) coal mills

Pn
Total
In
[kW] units continuous
[kVA]
operation
8000
1
500
4
3
200
3
2

In
[A]

ηn
[%]

nn
[rpm]

cos φn Ip/In

835
54.4
23

2950
2970
1480

96.6 0.91
94.8 0.89
91.2 0.875

5.4
5.5
6.6

93 0.895
91.5 0.85
94.5 0.79
93.5 0.83
93 0.86
91.5 0.85
91.5 0.85
91.5 0.85
94 0.79
-

5.7
5.8
5.7
5.5
6
5.8
5.1
5.1
7
-

500
250
1250
1600
1000
250
250
250
800
1000

5
2
2
4
4
2
3
3
4
2

4
2
2
4
4
1
1
1
4
2

55.1
29.5
153.6
189.2
114.7
29.5
29.5
29.5
98.8
-

1480
1480
370
595
742
1480
740
740
596
-

1000

2

2

-

-

-

-

-

1000

2

2

-

-

-

-

-

1000

2

2

-

-

-

-

-

2. Algorithms for modelling and analysis of operating regimes of
centrifugal pumps seen as working machines in electric drive systems
In order to model, simulate and analyze the electric drive systems of
centrifugal pumps, the pump must be brought with its mechanical characteristics in
the plane of angular velocity Ω and mechanical torque Ms to the shaft (Ω - M) in
which the drives usually operate. The main drawback is that the reference system in
which the characteristics of the pumps are given is defined by the main functional
quantities of fluid flow modelling: pressure (height) H [m col. (column) H2O] and
flow rate Q.
The stationary rotation speed of the pump shaft is assumed to be constant
and is given by the catalogue to facilitate the choice of the drive motor.
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Therefore, the starting point in the study of pumps operation is the H - Q
characteristics of the pump at n = ct. and additional information about the pump
efficiency given by the manufacturer.
In the H - Q plane there are the following ways to obtain artificial operating
characteristics of the pump:
- by changing (turning) the diameter of the circle circumscribed to the rotor
blades, but keeping the same housing;
- by changing the rotational speed of the pump rotor.
The algorithm of mathematical modelling of centrifugal pumps seen as
working machines in electric drive systems involves a series of steps [3].
Thus, it starts from specifying the calculation relation of the hydraulic
power at the pump output according to the relation (1).

Ph =

ρgH (Q)Q H (Q)Q 104
[W]

3600
3600

(1)

where: ρ - mass density of the working fluid [kg / m3]; g - gravitational acceleration
(g = 9.81 m / s2); H (Q) - pressure measured in [m col. (column) H2O]; 1 m col.
(column) H2O = 104 N / m2. Q - flow rate [m3 / h].
The mechanical power at the pump shaft Pmech can then be calculated, which
depends on the efficiency of the operating point according to the calculation
relation (2).

Pmech =

Ph



[W]

(2)

Fixing the operating point in the H - Q plane is done by intersecting the
consumer characteristic with the pump characteristic. A consumer has the general
characteristic of form (3).

H C = H 0 C + K CQ 2

(3)

where: H0C - static pressure given by the geodetic position of the consumer with respect
to the pump; KC - the consumer constant for a position of the flow control valve.
In order to exemplify this calculation and analysis algorithm, a
representative case study of a second stage base condensing electric pump was
chosen from the own services of a thermoelectric power plant with groups of 500
MW using coal fuel, of the type from Table 1. Taking into account the complexity
of these laborious computational algorithms, the authors designed computing
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programs developed in the Mathcad programming environment [4], which also
allow the validation of calculated values through accessible verifications.
In this case study was analyzed the drive system of a horizontal multistage
centrifugal electric pump, type Multitec C 200/6 -14.2 11.167 - KSB SE & Co
KgaA, Model 5B whose catalogue data [5] are the following: Environment air
temperature, Tamb = 200 C; ηP = 83.2 %; Insulation class, F; Fluid temperature, Tliq.
= 500 C; Permissible operating pressure, pmax = 40 bar; Discharge pressure, p =
26.29 bar; f = 50 Hz; Actual flow, QN = 520 m3 / h; Total height, HN = 260.05 m;
Shutdown pumping height, Hmax = 318.35 m. The catalogue also provides the
following operating characteristics: H (Q), η (Q), P (Q) etc.
And the rated data of the induction motor with squirrel cage rotor, of the
electric pump drive are the following: The destination of the motor: Ex D IIC T4; fn
= 50 Hz; Un = 6000 V, Y connection; In = 59.5 A; cos φ = 0.85; η = 95.1%; Ip / In =
6.5; P2 = 500 kW; ns = 1500 rpm; nN = 1485 rpm; Degree of protection: IP55.
Taken into account that the manufacturer specifies the actual operating
point, the characteristic of the consumer given by expression (3) is customized for
point P2 (Actual flow 520 m3 / h, Actual developed height 260.05 m) if H0C = 0.
Thus it results KC = 9.617 ∙10-4. It is thus possible to construct the characteristic of
the consumer according to the analytical expression (3).
The determination of the analytical expression of the pump characteristic is
done by properly interpolating the natural characteristic of the pump given
graphically or tabularly. The expression (4) can be used for this purpose..

H = C1Q3 + C2Q 2 + C3Q + C4

(
4)

Thus is determined C4 - the shutdown pumping height for Q = 0 (C4 =
318.35 m).
To identify the coefficients C1, C2 and C3, three points are chosen (P1 (200
m3 / h, 300 m); P2 (520 m3 / h, 260.05 m); P3 (820 m3 / h, 160 m)) from the natural
characteristic of the pump given graphically by the manufacturer, for which the
flow and height pumping coordinates are read and the linear system of three
equations with three unknowns obtained is solved. To solve it we used the facilities
offered by using the Mathcad mathematical software package, related to defining
vectors and matrices and calling the lsolve function (M,v) in which M is the
matrix of system coefficients and v is the vector of free terms.
Thus the following values of coefficients result: C1 = - 3.328∙10-7, C2 =
-4
1.76∙ 10 și C3 = - 0.114.
Fig. 1 shows the rated operating point of the electric drive system (drive
electric motor - pump) located at the intersection of the natural characteristic of the
pump with the consumer characteristic, drawn for the hydraulic resistance
corresponding to the open position of its supply valve.
The next step of the calculation algorithm is to solve the problem of regulating
the flow of the centrifugal pump. In order to regulate the flow of fluid supplied to the
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consumer by the pump, the most economical method of adjustment will be considered,
which is that by command the speed of the pump drive motor [6], [7].
Thus Fig. 2 shows the characteristics of the consumer for two hydraulic
resistances corresponding to two positions of the consumer supply valve: the valve
open at maximum and the valve open at half.
In order to draw the consumer curve in the case of the half-open valve, is
determined the KC so that its curve passes through the point of the coordinates (Q =
520 / 2 = 260 m3 / h, H (260) = 294.758 m). It results KC = 4.36∙ 10-3.
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Figure 1. The fixing of the operating point PN in the plane H - Q through the intersection of the
consumer characteristic - valve (water tape) open at maximum (blue) with the pump characteristic
(red).
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Figure 2. The characteristics of the consumer corresponding to two positions of the consumer supply
valve: the valve open at maximum (red); the valve open at half (blue).
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The artificial H - Q characteristics of the pump at various drive speeds can
be calculated with the laws of affine transformation. At constant flow Q the
pumping height H varies with the square of the speed, according to relation (5).

H 1  n1 
= 
H 2  n2 

2

(5)

Thus is calculated the pumping height H corresponding to the half open
valve Q = 520/2 = 260 m3 / h from the natural characteristic of the consumer
resulting H = 65.013 m. Then the natural characteristic of the pump is customized
calculating C4 = 82.755 m, according to relation (6).

C4 = H − (C1Q3 + C2Q 2 + C3Q)

(6)

In Fig. 3 are presented the natural characteristic of the pump and an artificial
characteristic of it. And in Fig. 4 are represented in the same system of coordinate axes
H - Q, the regulation characteristic of fluid flow provided to the consumer by the pump.
Pump characteristics H = f (Q)
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Figure 3. The characteristics of the pump corresponding to two positions of the supply valve of the
consumer: the maximum open valve (red); the half open valve (blue).

The next step of the calculation algorithm is the evaluation of the efficiency
which is a very important problem in assessing the pump performances. In this
sense, an analytical expression of the efficiency valid at any operating point in the
H - Q plane is required. Taking into account the monotony of the iso-efficiency curves,
it was concluded that a polynomial approximation gives good results [3], [8].
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Thus a polynomial of degree 3 gives a satisfactory approximation of the curves
offered by the pump catalogue. Since the efficiency of the pump is zero in the origin of
the plane H - Q and on the boundaries Q = 0 and H = 0, it results that the polynomial of
degree 3 will have only 9 coefficients, according to the expression (7).

ax3 + by 3 + cx 2 y + dxy 2 + ex 2 + fy 2 + gxy + hx + iy = 

3

1.57 10

(7)
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Figure 4. The flow adjustment through modifying the shaft speed of the pump: the natural
characteristic of the pump (red); the characteristic of the consumer for the maximum open valve
(blue); the characteristic of the consumer for the half open valve (green); the characteristic of the
pump for the half open valve (magenta).

In Fig. 5 are represented the curves of variation of the pump efficiency
depending on the flow obtained by a grapho-analytical method, using the existing
curve in the manufacturer’s catalog and the curves obtained by spline interpolation.
Properly choosing 9 triplets of values η - Q - H according to the operating
characteristics η (Q) and H (Q) provided by the catalogue, we determined the 9
constants of the polynomial of approximation of the efficiency according to the
relation (7), solving the obtained linear system of nine equations with nine
unknowns. In order to solve it, the facilities offered by the use of package of
Mathcad mathematical software were used.
The 3D variation of the efficiency obtained with the interpolation (7) is
given in Fig. 6. For the 3D graphical representation of the real function of two real
variables η (Q, H) we chose the activation of the Surface Plot operator from the
Graph tool of the Mathcad product.
It should be noted that the reliability of the interpolation expression (7) is
dependent on the choice of points for identifying the coefficients of the polynomial
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of degree 3. In general the 9 triplets of values η - Q - H must best fit the „hill” of
the efficiency that can be observed in Fig. 5.
3. Comparative analysis of flow adjustment solutions of a centrifugal
pump. Solutions. Energy efficiency.
According to Fig. 4, in the situation considered of rated regime, with the
valves fully open, the load characteristic passes through a point located close to the
maximum efficiency point of the pump on the natural characteristic, ie through the
point P1 (260 m, 520 m3 / h) which represents the operating rated point, at a
theoretical rotational speed (given by the catalogue) n = 1492 rpm.
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Figure 5. The variation of the electric pump efficiency (horizontal multistage centrifugal pump) type
Multitec C 200/ 6 -14.2 11.167 – KSB SE & Co KgaA, depending on the flow according to:
manufacturer’ catalogue (red points); spline interpolation: cubic (blue), parabolic (green), linear
(magenta).

Figure 6. The dependence of the efficiency pump on the flow Q and the pumping height H.
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The point P2 (294.758 m, 260 m3 / h) corresponds to the flow regulation by
closing the valves and the point P3 (65.013 m, 260 m3 / h) corresponds to the flow
regulation by adjusting the rotation speed of the pump rotor. Thus, at this point, the
necessary pressure at the consumer is calculated with the relation (3) for the flow
rate Q2 = 520/2 = 260 m3 / h resulting in HC2 = 65.513 m.
The rotational speed of the pump rotor can also be calculated using the law
of affine transformation according to relation (5).

n3 = n N

HC2
65.513
= 1492
= 703.39 rpm
H2
294.758

We propose to analyze comparatively from the aspect of energy efficiency,
the regulation (reduction) of the pump flow by the two methods:
- closing the valves (the pump drive motor is supplied directly from the
industrial network of frequency f = 50 Hz).
- driving the pump at a properly chosen speed by a speed / frequency control
system (the pump drive motor is powered by a PWM frequency converter [9]).
Table 2. Centralizer with the values of the calculation parameters in the operating
points for regulating (reducing) the flow of the studied centrifugal pump.

Parameters
η [%]
n [rpm]
Ph [kW]
Pmech [kW]

P1 (260 m,
520 m3 / h)
83.2
1492
375.555
451.389

Operating points
P2 (294,758 m,
260 m3 / h)
59.392
1492
212.881
358.433

P3 (65,013 m,
260 m3 / h)
59.392
703.39
47.038
79.200

Analyzing the values of the mechanical powers Pmech calculated according
to relation (2) and the values of the hydraulic powers Ph calculated according to
relation (1), existing in Table 2, it is found that regulating the flow to the consumer
by closing the supply valve does not reduce the mechanical power absorbed nor the
hydraulic power in the same proportion as the flow, namely in the ratio 1/2 = 0.5.
In reality the ratio of mechanical powers is Pmech2 / Pmech1 = 0.794 and the
ratio of hydraulic powers is Ph2 / Ph1 = 0.567 closer to expectations.
The difference comes from the different values of the efficiency in the two
operating points.
In the first instance, the consumed power economy is the difference between
the hydraulic powers in points P2 and P3, namely ΔP = Ph2 - Ph3 = 165.842 kW.
In reality the difference resulting from regulation is ΔPregulation = Pmech2 Pmech3 = 279.234 kW.
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Thus the economy at mechanical power is 40.608 % higher than at hydraulic
power, due to different efficiencies at the points of the reference system H - Q.
This finding emphasizes the importance of knowing the exact values of the
efficiency at the points in the working area of the pump.
4. Conclusions
It emphasized the originality of the solutions chosen by the authors
(applicable for any other electric drive system (pump - drive electric motor) of this
type), for solving the algorithms for modelling and analyzing the operating regimes
of centrifugal pumps seen as working machines in the electric drive systems.
In this sense, the authors designed the calculation programs using the
facilities offered by the Mathcad mathematical software package (custom
interpolation, providing exact and precise numerical values, the coordinates of the
maximum point of the graphically represented characteristics, solving linear
systems of n equations with n unknown etc.) combined with those of appropriate
customized graphically assistance (Cartesian representation, 3D graphics for real
functions of two real variables, Parametric functions, etc.).
The comparative analysis of the flow control solutions of a centrifugal
pump in terms of energy efficiency, highlighted the need and importance of
accurately determining the efficiency values at the pump operating points. Thus, the
authors consider it appropriate and propose as a further direction of research, the
use of a more reliable procedure for evaluating the efficiency of the pump by
interpolating it with polynomial fractions.
This type of analysis provides the primary data necessary to take measures
to reduce the consumed power (hydraulic, mechanical required at the pump shaft),
allowing a functional-constructive optimization of the pump-drive electric motor
assembly and thus improving its energy efficiency.
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